
Join us as we dive into Robotics with LEGO WeDo.  Students will be using the LEGO 
Wedo system to make their humanoid or animal come to life through programming 
and use of sensors and motors!  Students must be familiar with using a laptop.

Which machine will be the last one standing?  Students will go face to face in 
challenges such as a tug-o-war, “hungry, hungry hippos” game and face off in the 
battle arena!  Students wil be using and learning about gears, motors, and more!

Eng w/LEGO
Battle Machines

Got a great film idea?  Turn your idea into a reality by making a stop motion LEGO 
movie!  Students will learn different animation techniques and how to edit and ad 
sound to their movies through a very kid friendly stop motion animation software.

Eng w/LEGO
Stop Motion Animation

Need a more detailed descrpition of class projects and concepts taught?  Email us at info@BrainBuildersEd.org

Eng w/LEGO
Jr.Robotics - Animatronics

Build some amazing structures, then launch LEGO bricks at them with catapults!  
Students will learn concepts such as bracing, levers, energy and more and put their 
skills to the test against an air cannon and a final day structures vs. catapults contest.

Eng w/LEGO
Structures vs. Catapults

Windmills, solar powered cars, soccer bots, and high jump bots!  Students will learn 
what makes these things work and be faced with different challenges through the 
session.  Concepts taught inlcude energy, basic electronics, springs and more!

Eng w/LEGO
Renewable Energy &

Robo Olympics

Ready to step up your robot game?  This class will go through programming and 
engineering LEGO’s most advanced set.  Students will be faced with many 
challenges and learn concepts such as sensors and mechanical advantage.

Eng w/LEGO
Mindstorms EV3 Robotics

Engineering with LEGO BricksEngineering with LEGO Bricks

ScienceScience
Ready to be a Jr.Chemist?  Students will go through many hands on experiments 
and learn about  the periodic table, acid and bases, states of matter and more.  Get 
excited about science and make your mad scientist dreams come true! Mwahahah!

Jr.Chemists

Want to find out what it takes to be a Forensics Scientist?  Learn about finger print-
ing, hair samples, decode handwriting, and more!  Join us for this fun class with 
many hands on science activities and see if you can solve the crime!

Forensic Science

Come explore how science and math are tightly intertwined.  Through science 
experiments we will explore math concepts such as angles,  volume, area and more.  
Join us for the amazing world of S’Math!

S’Math
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